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Theyâ€™ll challenge what it means to be human and test the limits of love.Amanda is a scientist for

the militaryâ€™s cyborg program. Programming and repairing once-human soldiers is a lot easier

than trying to date, so she buries herself in her work. Sheâ€™ll never admit that the cyborgs often

seem like more than machines to her - especially the handsome AD-214.Even though Cyborg

Sector has erased his memories and turned him into a killing machine, AD-214 is aware of Amanda

and her kind, gentle nature. When he starts to remember his former life, his system malfunctions,

and only Amanda can save him. Then things go horribly wrong, and his squad of cyborgs - along

with Amanda - become fugitives hunted by the military.As the rogue cyborgsâ€™ memories come

flooding back, their human personalities begin to re-emerge. Amanda's bond with AD-214 intensifies

and she discovers that none of the cyborgs is merely a robot.After sheâ€™s captured by the military,

AD-214 and his squad risk everything to rescue her. He and Amanda must fight not only for their

survival, but the chance to prove that love is possible, even for a machine.Cyborg Heat is Book 1 in

the Burning Metal series and a STAND-ALONE, full-length science fiction romance. There are no

cliffhangers, and a happy ending is guaranteed!
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Smart, sexy, scientific nerd, Amanda Conrad uploads a new upgrade into her favorite cyborg with

astonishing results. He is becoming aware...and learning and he is able to upload this amazing

technology into the systems of his squad. They escape the facility they have been held in, taking the

sexy little scientist with them. But the higher ups are afraid of this new development and the entire

squad is ordered to be exterminated. Twists and turns in the storyline keep you wondering where it

will end and if things work out for the dashing Blue Squad leader and the scientist who has made

them what they will be. Great book!!! Hoping there will be more in the future.

I got an advance copy for review. I eagerly await each of this author's releases, so getting the start

of her new series is like Christmas morning. I warn you there is a cliffhanger but you won't care, the

story is great and you'll want the next installment. We usually meet cyborgs when they're fully

aware. This group is in transition to awareness. The heroine inadvertently starts this process and

faces danger helping them. The hero is yummy. The villain is repulsive. The action is nonstop and

you can't put this one down. I highly recommend this book.

I received an ARC of this book for my honest opinion. It was a great book. I would have liked

Amanda to have had a little more depth for her to be as smart as she was, she seemed a little soft.

Towards the end she started coming into her strength. AD214 I would have liked more background

from his memories. Who he was before he became a cyborg. But over all a great read. Can't wait

for more of this series. And hope to see more of Amanda and AD214 in the future.

This is an exciting scifi/not-so-much romance read. I am a fan of the TerraMates series, and this

series starter is an excellent ground builder. Amanda is a strong alpha woman and I would have

loved reading an erotic scene or two between her and her cyborg. I did receive an arc from the

author for my honest review.

This is the first book in a new series by Lisa Lace. It is a standalone story with a unique plot that

grabs you and simple draws you into the story. It is full of action, adventure, mystery, secrets,

humor, trust, fighting, twists and turns, villains, suspense, danger, betrayal, drama, life-threatening

situations, romance, and love.A big wig created a cyborg program where people can donate their

bodies to science/medicine and then they essentially become soldiers. These men will be giving

their country the use of their bodies but it seems not their minds plus, they are not self-aware and



will have no memories of their life before or gab no emotions at all.Amanda is working for a

company called Cyborg Sector. She is working to create the perfect solider for the military. Is there

such a thing as the perfect soldier? She goes into the cyborg room contemplating the similarities of

each cyborg but stopping at her favorite one, AD-124. While checking on him, she notices that he is

displaying some very odd brain activity and is able to look her in the eyes which is against his

programming.AD-124 when human signed over his body to the military, so he would have a

purpose after his physical death. Even though Cyborg Sector has erased memories and turned him

into a military killing machine. He is becoming aware that Blue Squadon is in danger and breaks

them out of their changing stations and he recognizes Amanda as a sometimes member so he

brings her with them. He realizes that he is a cyborg and that something seems to be malfunctioning

with his systems but until he knows what it is he will do anything to keep his team safe and Amanda

close.What is going on with AD-124? Read this amazing new book by Lisa Lace to find out why

things are going the way they are. I received this book for an honest review. Can't wait to read the

next book in this series.

Amanda is working late at the Cyborg Sector, again. Friends teased she like working with machines

as they did not expect small talk. She goes into the cyborg charging room contemplating the

similarities of each cyborg, stopping at her favorite AD-214.Alerts start going off for AD-214, which is

unusual; he should remain asleep until activated. Running some basic tests, Amanda discovers he

displays some odd brain activity and is able to look her in the eyes which is against his

programming. She needs to call in psychiatry.AD-214 becomes aware Blue Squadron is in in

danger, breaks them out of their charging stations, recognizes Amanda as a sometimes member so

brings her with them. PD-47, navigation specialist, assures the warehouse is safe so he and his 20

men head that way. No verbal orders are needed as he can connect to his men through their

thoughts. They follow these orders, but nothing else. A quick scan reveals an update Amanda gave

to him is the difference between them â€“ so he provides that update to his men also; providing the

ability of independent thought â€¦.. Thus begins this tale.Interesting premise â€“ some the scenes

with the head of the program Dr. Feldman seem stilted. Otherwise a fun read.*A complimentary

copy was given in exchange for an honest review*
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